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Supplemental text
This text provides a more detailed description of the model system. Please note that we deployed
our model using the R-package shiny (1) and the hosting service 'shinyapps.io', which allows the
user to parameterize, execute and explore our model and the following simulation results by an
interactive web app (https://martin20.shinyapps.io/plassim/). Since we want to be fully transparent,
we also provide the full code, which enables you to check the model and to run it on your local
machine (source code S1).

Additional Background information
The conditions enabling plasmid persistence have been addressed in a series of simulation studies
reflecting theoretical as well as empirical considerations (2-10). Although there was a long debate
about horizontal transfer rates, recent studies demonstrate that common conjugative plasmids are
indeed transferred at sufficiently high rates to stabilize the plasmid in the population, even if
plasmid costs are high and the environment does not select for plasmid-encoded traits such as
mercury resistances (8) or antibiotic resistances (10).

In this study we consider the whole continuum of plasmid traits and environmental conditions,
including high or low infectivity, plasmid costs and selection regimes. This allows us to obtain
general insights and to explore the 'plasmid fitness space' (Fig. 1 B), which we refer to both
components of a plasmid’s fitness (11): (i) its vertical transmission fitness, given by the ability to
spread within the same cellular lineage and (ii) its horizontal transmission fitness, given by the
ability to infect new hosts through conjugation.
Common fitness estimates resulting from empirical measurements often either reflect a comparison
of single growth rates or they compare initial and final population sizes of two competing strains or
populations (12). In this study we like to adapt this concept and define fitness as a relative estimate
by comparing both (i) the growth rates of plasmid-bearers and (ii) their conjugation rates to the
growth rates of plasmid-free cells. This estimates how much the single components affect the
proliferation of the plasmid-bearers in the next generation. Whereas the relative contribution of
conjugation to plasmid fitness often remains inconclusive from empirical studies (12, 13), our
mathematical methods enable an exact definition.

Details of the mathematical model
Our model represents a system of ordinary differential equations describing the dynamics of
plasmid-free bacteria F, non-adapted plasmid-bearers P and adapted plasmid-bearers A according to
growth, dilution (by washout/mortality/predation), segregation, conjugation and compensatory
evolution. Equations are presented in a succinct matrix in Table 1 and parameters are described in
Table 2 in the main text. The differential equations considering each type of compensatory
evolution (‘no mutation’, ‘chromosomal mutation’ and ‘plasmid mutation’) can also be written as
follows:
Considering no compensatory evolution (‘no mutation’), only plasmid-free cells F and (nonadapted) plasmid-bearers P compete (the mutation rate χ is assumed to be 0 and no adapted
plasmid-bearers A are generated):

dF
= f ( ψF+τψF+τψτψF+τψ (1−α ) P−γFPFP ) − ( ω+τψυ ) F
dt
dP
= f ( ψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P−τψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P+τψγFPFP )−ωP
dt
(Equ. E1)
F+P
with resource availability f = 1 − k , carrying capacity k, maximal growth rate ψF+τψ, plasmid costs

α, segregation rate τ and conjugation rate γFP.
Considering compensatory mutations located on the chromosome (‘chromosomal mutation’),
adapted plasmid-bearers emerge proportional to fission with process rate χψF+τψ(1-α)PP and grow with
plasmid costs reduced by amelioration strength β, whereas the compartment of non-adapted
plasmid-bearers P benefits from the infection of plasmid-free cells by A (γFPFA)P, since A cannot
transmit the chromosomal mutation by conjugation:
dF
= f ( ψF+τψF+τψτψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P+τψτψF+τψ ( 1−α ( 1−β ) ) A−γFPFP−γFPFA )− ( ω+τψυ ) F
dt
dP
= f ( ψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P−τψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P+τψγFPFP+τψγFPFA − χψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P ) −ωP
dt
dA
= f ( ψF+τψ ( 1−α (1−β ) ) A−τψF+τψ ( 1−α ( 1−β ) ) A+τψχψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P ) −ωA
dt
(Equ. E2)
F +P+ A
with resource availability f = 1 −
, and, in addition to those listed for Equ. E1, amelioration
k

strength β (of compensatory mutation) and mutation rate χ.
Considering compensatory mutation located on the plasmid (‘plasmid mutation’), the compartment
of adapted plasmid-bearers A benefits from the rate γFPFA (transmission of the compensatory mutation
with the plasmid to the infected plasmid-free cells F) and χγFPFP (mutation proportional to plasmid
replication after conjugation):
dF
= f ( ψF+τψF+τψτψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P+τψτψF+τψ ( 1−α ( 1− β ) ) A −γFPFP −γFPFA )− ( ω+τψυ ) F
dt
dP
= f ( ψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P− τψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P+τψγFPFP− χψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P − χγFPFP ) −ωP
dt
dA
= f ( ψF+τψ ( 1−α (1− β ) ) A −τψF+τψ ( 1− α ( 1− β ) ) A+τψγFPFA+τψχψF+τψ ( 1−α ) P+τψχγFPFP ) −ωA
dt
(Equ. E3)

The features of the biological system we like to capture with our mathematical model are those of a
well-mixed aquatic system. In laboratory experiments this is often mimicked by the use of
chemostats, which enable a stabilization and homogenization of certain environmental conditions.
In such systems bacteria can grow in a physiological steady state, with a specific growth rate that
depends on a species- and substrate-dependent maximal growth rate, here denoted as ψ.
Furthermore, washout and death of bacteria determines the loss of bacteria from the system domain,
here denoted as the dilution rate ω. If ψ < ω all bacteria will be washed out, because the bacterial
population cannot sustain itself. Otherwise, if ψ > ω the bacterial population will reach a constant
specific growth rate at steady state that is equivalent to the dilution rate ω, because then, when the
system approaches the stationary phase, growth is limited by the proportion of bacteria that become
washed out or die. In our model, this competition for resources is considered explicitly. Any
resource-dependent processes are assumed to be limited by a carrying capacity k, modeled
according to the standard logistic law, given by the factor f in the reaction rates in Table 1 and
equations E1, E2 and E3. This approach has been previously applied for growth in a plasmid
population model (6), but we also account for a resource-dependency of conjugation, which has
been highlighted in many studies (3, 14-21), and the influence of resource-dependent growth and
conjugation on segregation and compensatory evolution. It is important to account for a resource
dependency of conjugation, since we would otherwise assume that bacteria are infected with the
same rate, even if bacterial growth approaches zero, when resources are exhausted.
For convenience, we refer to relative instead of absolute densities in our model. This means
bacterial densities of F, P and A range between 0 and 1 and the carrying capacity k is always 1, i.e.
equals the maximal relative cell density.

Growth
Plasmid-free bacteria F grow with respect to a maximal growth rate ψ, whereas plasmid-bearers P
suffer according to some plasmid costs α, that can be compensated to a certain extent for adapted
plasmid-bearers A by amelioration strength β.

Mortality
All three compartments F, P and A are influenced by a dilution rate ω, which represents an
unspecific homogeneous reduction of the entire population that can be referred to natural mortality,
bacterial washout, predation pressure or the combination of these effects. It is assumed that only
plasmid-free bacteria F are sensitive to the action of a bactericidal antibiotic, given by the antibiotic
killing rate υ. This implies that plasmids remain the sole source of antibiotic resistance genes or that
only plasmid carriage and the associated multiplicity of resistance genes enables a sufficient degree
of resistance.

Segregation
The probability to produce a plasmid-free daughter cell during bacterial fission is considered to be a
random event, represented by the probability τ. In nature this probability can be linked to the
plasmid copy number, in the following denoted as c. Assuming that segregation is totally random,
the probability for segregation could also be calculated by 0.5c-1 (11). Although this is an
oversimplification, as certain mechanisms can prevent plasmid loss, it enables us to evaluate the
effect of certain degrees of plasmid instability. For the sake of simplicity, and because the test of an
extended model version revealed that the associated effect is marginally, it is further assumed that
all plasmid-bearers that lose their plasmid turn into plasmid-free cells, even those bacteria that
acquired a chromosomal mutation.

Conjugation
Plasmid transfer in mixed cultures can be described by simple mass-action models (2, 4, 14, 22, 23).
Whereas growth, mortality and segregation are first-order reactions, conjugation follows the law of
mass action as a second-order reaction of plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free cells. This assumes that
(i) mating occurs at random with a frequency proportional to the joint frequency of bacteria, (ii) the
ratio of plasmid-free to plasmid-bearing bacteria is not significant, (iii) the time since last receipt or
transfer has no effect on transfer rates and (iv) all bacteria or plasmids of the same type have

identical properties. Although these are simplifying model assumptions, they have already been
demonstrated to be applicable to both broth and chemostat experiments for varying plasmid types
(14). Similarly, the conjugation rate in our model is defined by a single parameter γ (Table 1).
The results presented in the main text were generated using relative cell densities, which also
assumed that the carrying capacity k equals one. If instead absolute values for cell densities and the
carrying capacity are given, for instance in cells / ml, the conjugation rate has to be scaled relative
to the carrying capacity k in order to generate comparable results:
γabs = γ / k
The resulting estimates for γabs reflect typical values as those generated by the end-point-method
(22). For example utilizing our default parameter estimates (Table 2) and assuming k = 109 we
obtain a conjugation rate γ = 2e-11.
Nevertheless, in this study we considered relative cell densities to account for the relative extent of
both plasmid costs and conjugation. This enabled us to directly compare the conjugation rate γ with
the plasmid costs α in relation to the hosts maximal growth rate ψ.

Adaptation
In the initial state, only plasmid-free bacteria F and non-adapted plasmid-bearers P are present.
Compensatory evolution by chromosomal or plasmid mutations leads to the emergence of adapted
plasmid-bearers A. It is assumed that beneficial mutations are acquired with a rate χ in the course of
replication events. Whereas the bacterial chromosome replicates during fission, plasmid replication
takes place according to fission and conjugation.
In this study, the conjugation rate γ does not change as an effect of compensatory evolution. This
means γ is fixed at the same level for both non-adapted plasmid-bearers P and adapted plasmidbearers A within a single simulation run. Changing this feature might convey interesting results in
further investigations.
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